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Abstract: We demonstrate an all-silicon photodetector working at telecom 
wavelength. The device is a simple metal-semiconductor-metal detector 
fabricated on silicon-on-insulator. A two-dimensional photonic crystal 
nanocavity (Q = 60,000) is used to increase the response that arises from the 
linear and two-photon absorption of silicon. The responsivity of the detector 
is about 20 mA/W and its bandwidth is larger than 1 GHz. 
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1. Introduction 

The great interest in all-optical interconnects is triggered by the idea that it should lead to the 
conception of small, low-cost devices that will convey and process numerical data at very low 
working power [1]. The on-chip integration of these technologies with electrical micro-
circuits will reduce the energy cost of optical to electrical signal conversion. As silicon is the 
major material used for electronic circuits, silicon photonics has become a very active 
research field, even though it is challenging to use silicon as an active material in the 
telecommunication window. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is indeed a very interesting platform 
for photonics but Si has an indirect electronic band gap, and is transparent at telecom 
wavelengths (λ = 1550 nm). Photodetection on chip in the telecom band thus requires the 
monolithic integration of a material like silicon-germanium self-assembled islands [2], or pure 
germanium. High responsivities around 1 A/W and high speed operation above 40 GHz have 
been recently demonstrated using CMOS integrated waveguides with germanium as the 
absorbing material [3–6]. 

An all-silicon approach however represents a major breakthrough because of its 
simplicity. Devices based on the linear absorption related to the introduction of defects states 
in implanted silicon have been employed to demonstrate high-responsivity p-i-n photodiodes 
[7–9]. The latter method can also be used in conjunction with a resonator to improve 
performances [10]. Here we explore another resonant approach where silicon is not implanted 
and where the absorption mechanism is not limited to linear absorption. This can be achieved 
since, at high optical densities, two-photon absorption (TPA) becomes significant in silicon. 
Silicon waveguide two-photon absorption detectors at 1.5 µm have been proposed [11,12]. 
Presently, the best way to reach high optical densities at a reasonable working power is to use 
photonic crystal (PhC) cavities that have a very high quality factor and a small mode volume. 
The experimental quality factors (Q) of these can be higher than 2 million with a mode 

volume still comparable to 3( / )n  [13–15]. In these conditions, linear absorption and TPA 

are enhanced and become detectable for an input power lower than 1 µW [16]. This 
remarkable effect has been used to create a photodetector built in a suspended structure with a 
p-i-n junction [16]. Moreover, it can lead to very compact resonant devices as opposed to 
standard waveguide approaches or even ring resonators. Though the photonic crystal approach 
is still not comparable to the implanted silicon approach in terms of responsivity or overall 
efficiency, it is very compact, which makes it favorable for on-chip integration and promising 
for reaching very-high speed operation. Also, because silicon is not implanted, it is possible to 
keep a high optical quality factor and to achieve highly wavelength-selective detection. 
Morevover, the main feature here is the non-linearity provided by TPA that may lead to 
applications such as noise reduction and numerical signal processing. 
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In this article, we show that a simple SOI photonic crystal structure with a metal-
semiconductor-metal (MSM) junction can also achieve photodetection in the telecom band. 
This all-silicon photodetector entirely resting on silica exhibits a responsivity of 17 mA/W 
and a frequency cutoff larger than 1 GHz. 

2. Design and fabrication 

The larger quality factors in PhC cavities are reached for 2D suspended air/Si/air structures 
while in the SOI case, the highest experimental quality factors ever demonstrated are about 
360,000 [17,18]. This is because of the low index contrast between Si and SiO2, and also 
because there is no complete photonic band gap in structures on oxide [19]. However, for a 
detector operating at a speed exceeding 10 GHz, it is necessary to have a cavity lifetime 

/ 2Q c   smaller than 100 ps, which yields 5

10Q  , a value that is ten times lower than the Q 

of suspended structures. Taking this into account, the use of a SOI structure becomes 
particularly advantageous in terms of fabrication simplicity, thermal management and future 
integration in fabrication processes at industry level. Our design for the cavity is as in [20]: a 
triangular lattice of air holes in silicon rests on a silica layer. A W0.98 waveguide (the barrier 
waveguide) is built into the structure by omitting a row of holes in the ΓK direction. At the 
center, the width of the waveguide is modulated smoothly which makes a cavity that resonates 
at a frequency /c   smaller than the cutoff frequency of the barrier waveguide. Light is 

coupled into the sample by a 780 nm wide Si on SiO2 waveguide and the cavity is loaded by 
evanescent coupling through the barrier waveguide as shown in Fig. 1 (a). 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic description of the detector (b) SEM view of the cavity and electrodes (c) 
Simulated Q for different electrode geometries in the suspended cavity case, in units of 100 
000. 

Detection of free carriers generated by absorption is performed by applying a continuous 
bias on metallic contacts near the cavity. We designed these contacts as two rectangular gold 
electrodes (Fig. 1 (b)). The detector is a metal-semiconductor-metal structure that should 
behave as a photoconductor. Another possibility is to apply an electric field through a lateral 
p-i-n junction [16]. The MSM structure is easier to fabricate and may have some advantages 
in terms of carrier collection speed because there is no speed limitation due to transport by 
diffusion, as in the p-i-n case. 

Putting a metallic conductor near the cavity might dramatically reduce its quality factor 
and make the detection principle totally inefficient. In order to evaluate the impact of gold on 
the optical performances of the cavity, we have performed a three-dimensional finite 
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difference time domain (3D-FDTD) simulation of the optical properties in the case of a SOI 
structure, and in the case of a suspended structure. The Meep software [21] calculated the 
electrical field of the resonant modes from which the Q was deduced with a home-made 
numerical method [22]. The model for metal was a complex dielectric constant. The geometry 
of the electrodes is described by two parameters l and d, l being the width of the electrode 
expressed in units of PhC period a, and d being the distance between the electrode and the 

cavity center, expressed as a number of rows that is to say in units of 3 / 2a . In the 

suspended structure case, the simulation shows that the quality factor strongly depends on the 

electrode geometry: the intrinsic simulated Q is 6

42 10  while metallized cavity Q is greater 

than 105 only if d > 3 (see Table on Fig. 1 (c)). In the SOI case, when d > 3, the metallized 
cavity Q is limited only by the simulated intrinsic Q = 105, thanks to the small spatial 
extension of the cavity mode. Therefore, we fabricated a structure for d = 4 and l = 4. 

Far from the cavity, the electrodes are enlarged into a 100 100 µm square for current 

collection. The fabrication parameters are as following: crystal lattice a = 420 nm, hole radius 
r = 104 nm, thickness of silicon layer h = 200 nm. Fabrication needs only two steps: we first 
make the PhC and the silicon waveguide with a first electron beam lithography followed by 
dry etching [15]. Then we fabricate the electrodes: the metal contact zone is patterned by a 
second lithography, a 10 nm thick layer of titanium that sticks on silicon and a 180 nm thick 
layer of gold are evaporated on the sample. A lift-off technique finally removes the metal, 
except in the zones that were insulated. The main difficulty is to align the second lithography 
with the PhC structures on the sample (Fig. 1 (b)) 

 

Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of the cavity at different input powers (Q = 58,000). 

3. Demonstration of detection in continuous regime 

The photodetectors were probed by a tunable continuous mode laser source. A power meter 
collects the output, thus measuring the spectral transmission of the cavities (Fig. 2). The 
coupling losses due to the experimental set-up are first measured at wavelengths beneath the 
barrier cutoff. These losses are typically 25 dB and from now on, they will be taken into 
account as an offset in order to consider the significant quantities only, i.e., the input power, 
defined as the optical power in the PhC waveguide immediately after the ridge waveguide 
(see Fig. 1 (a)) and the output power defined as the power in the PhC waveguide before the 
exit ridge waveguide. The cutoff wavelength is around 1605 nm and the cavity resonant 
wavelength about 1610 nm. We measured several samples which had different barrier 
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waveguide lengths (b = 8a, 11a, 14a) and found the quality factors were Q = 43 000, 58 000, 
80 000 and the cavity transmission values were T0 = 15%, 11%, 0.3% respectively. This 
shows experimentally that the quality factor is controlled by the barrier length, and confirms 
that it is not limited by the electrodes. The Q values are very high for a 2D PhC cavity built in 
SOI [17,19]. We will now concentrate on the intermediate sample (Q = 58,000). At a high 
input power, the transmission decreases and the spectra become asymmetrical, evidencing the 
generation of free carriers in the material (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Photocurrent dependence vs. wavelength. Optical input power is 70 µW and bias is 
10V (b) Photocurrent at optical resonance as a function of input power at 10 V and 3 V biases. 
(c) Resonant photocurrent depending on the bias at a 100 µW input power. 

Metal tips are brought onto the gold square so that a continuous voltage can be applied, 
allowing us to measure an electrical current that depends on the optical input power, the 
wavelength and the bias. The current spectrum shows a resonant enhancement at the cavity 
wavelength (Fig. 3 (a)). It is possible to apply a 10 V bias to the sample without any damage. 
In the investigated conditions, i.e. for an input power lower than 100 µW, linear absorption is 
dominant and the dependence of the resonant photocurrent on the input power (Fig. 3 (b)) 
shows that the non-linear detector measured at 100 µW input power is equivalent to a linear 
detector with a responsivity of 4 mA/W at a 3 V bias and 17 mA/W at a 10 V bias. These 
values are reached whereas only a small part of the pump is effectively absorbed in the cavity. 
The current also increases with the bias: the device behaves as a photoconductor (Fig. 3 (b) 
and 3 (c)). Dark current is 12 nA under 10 V. With our set-up, we were able to measure a 
photocurrent corresponding to a fraction of nA at an input power as low as 10 nW. This 
means that with an integrated device processing the data and subtracting the dark current, the 
detector should work at very low input power in the continuous regime. 

As our device was meant to be non-linear, we have to study more in detail how the 
photocurrent depends on the optical input. The current comes from two physical mechanisms: 
enhancement of linear absorption, and TPA. In the following equations, n = 3.45, q, Pin, Pout, 

T0, U, 12 -1

8 10 mW


   [23] and α stand for silicon refraction index, elementary charge, input 

power, output power, transmission at low input, optical energy in the cavity, TPA coefficient 
and linear absorption coefficient. VTPA is the volume associated with two-photon absorption 
[24] and it was calculated from the FDTD mode profile: 
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Then the photocurrent is expressed as a polynomial function of the cavity energy U: 
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Fig. 4. (a) Cavity energy vs. optical input power. The dependence is sub-linear: the black 
dashed line shows the tangent at the origin (b) Photocurrent as a function of cavity energy, at a 
3 V bias. The circles are the experimental values. The dashed line is the fitted TPA current, the 
dotted-dashed line is the linear current and the solid line is the total fitted current. 

The gain g is here a number representing the ratio of the quantity of collected carriers per 
second (Iph / q) to the generated carriers per second. It increases with the bias and depends on 
the diffusion properties of carriers out of the cavity. 

We need to fit this model to the experimental data, therefore to evaluate U in some way. 
Because of the two-photon absorption and free carrier absorption effect, the theoretical 
dependence of U on the input power is not simply linear: as the power increases, the effective 
quality factor is reduced because of non-linear losses. One way of solving this difficulty is to 
consider the output power given directly by the experiment, as it depends linearly on the 
cavity energy through the lateral coupling coefficient: 

 out

0 0

2
.

P Q
U

T 
   (3) 

With this method we can obtain the dependence of U on the input power, which is sub-
linear as expected (Fig. 4 (a)). Then experimental data is fitted to Equ. (2), with only fitting 
parameters α and g. (Fig. 4 (b)). At a 3 V bias, linear absorption is found as α = 0.16 dB/cm, 
which is the same order of magnitude than the value given in references [16,25]. This value 
does not change considerably when we perform the fit at another bias. g is 0.16 at 3V bias and 
could also be considered as the ratio of the carrier lifetime to the carrier collection time. If we 
roughly estimate the carrier lifetime in the cavity as 100 ps, the collection time would be 

around 625 ps. This value is much larger than the transit time between the electrodes 2

/d V  

where µ stands for electron mobility, as in a standard photoconductor: If we consider the 
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standard electron mobility in silicon (0.145 m2V1s1), the transit time at a 3 V applied bias is 
30 ps. This means that our collection efficiency is not limited by the transit time but probably 
by the electric contacts. At this stage, a measurement of the carrier mobility in the PhC 
structure and the collection efficiency of the contacts need to be accurately evaluated before 
giving a rigorous evaluation of the carrier lifetime. A detailed study is in progress to 
determine the electrical characteristics of the metal-semiconductor junction in presence of a 
photonic crystal when direct and reverse bias are applied. 

It is interesting to know what is the ratio between the linear photocurrent and the TPA 
photocurrent. The fit shows that in this particular case, contribution of TPA current in the 
overall current is about 30% at a 3 V bias. In order to theoretically increase the contribution of 
TPA, one could increase Q and reduce the TPA volume: Eq. (2) and (3) show that the ratio 

TPA linear
/I I  scales with 

TPA
/Q V . From the modeling, we anticipate that the response should be 0.1 

A/W for a 10 mW input power where two-photon absorption becomes dominant. This means 
that by tuning the optical parameters of the device, we should be able to get either a linear 
detector, or a much more quadratic one. In the former case, it will be suited for detection of 
analogical signals, while in the latter case, it could perform some noise reduction and pulse 
reshaping for digital communications. 

4. Demonstration in variable regime 

In order to get an estimate of the bandwidth of the device, we injected an input power signal 

0 (1 0.2cos(2 ))inP P ft   where frequency f ranges from 10 to 2000 MHz. We used a Mach-

Zender interferometer to modulate the incident optical power. The current is amplified and 
analyzed in the temporal domain by an oscilloscope. Figure 5 (a) shows a screen shot of the 
modulation and photocurrent signal for f = 600 MHz. One can observe a small non linearity 
on the photocurrent signal due to the quadratic TPA term in the response. We also used a 
network analyzer that could sweep over the values of f and measure the intensity of the 
photocurrent at the same time. The intensity of the optical input as a function of f was also 
measured by the network analyzer via a photodiode. The normalized dependence of the 
response as a function of the excitation frequency is shown in Fig. 5 (b). The bandwidth is the 
frequency at which the signal becomes two times smaller than its peak value. We find a cutoff 
frequency of 1.1 GHz, which is about one order of magnitude larger than the 0.1 Gbit/s 
operation demonstrated for a p-i-n photonic crystal detector [16], though we are aware that in 
the latter case, the result was obtained for an input light alternating between full extinction 
and full illumination. This value is still smaller than the optical bandwidth 

0
/ 20 GHz.Q  However, the experimental conditions for this measurement were not ideal, as 

the detector was not matched to the external electric circuit 50 Ω impedance and the design 
and fabrication process of electric contacts were not optimized for current collection. For all 
these reasons, we expect to significantly improve the cutoff frequency and operation speed of 
the MSM photonic crystal detector in the future. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Input signal (dotted line) and detector signal (solid line) for f = 600 MHz. The 
applied bias is 7 V and the input power is 30 µW (b) Normalized response of the detector vs. 

modulation frequency. The 3 dB cutoff occurs at 1.1 GHz (7 V bias and 30 µW input power). 

5. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated an all-silicon wavelength-selective photoconductor fabricated on 
silicon-on-insulator with a MSM junction. The detector footprint is very small (15 10 µm if we 

consider the photonic crystal area). A responsivity as large as 17 mA/W has been achieved 
around 1.6 µm due to strong optical confinement, and it can operate for a continuous wave 
input power lower than 10 nW. In variable regime, it can operate above 1 GHz. The collection 
time is not limited by a region where carrier transport is diffusive as in the p-i-n junction; 
therefore we hope to significantly improve the bandwidth by optimizing the electrical 
contacts. The selectivity in wavelength could lead to the conception of a compact on-chip 
spectrometer over the telecom C-band. This demonstration on a silicon-on-insulator platform 
opens promising perspectives for resonant all-silicon integrated detectors operating in the 
telecommunication band with a high bandwidth, since a non-linear process such as two-
photon absorption may allow to perform some basic signal processing tasks such as noise 
reduction and pulse reshaping. 
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